
Maxi+ is designed for the heavier, larger or taller
user. The wider frame provides more seat room
and a larger walking area. Dolomite has the
strongest frames on the market; Maxi+ is rated
for a 440 lb. capacity. Maxi+ standard size is the
tallest model in the Dolomite line. Choose
Maxi+ for a stable, walking experience and
travel safely in style.

Components
Maxi+ is made from high tensile steel with welded
joints for strength and low maintenance. Maxi+ is
comes in Metallic Blue epoxy-based powder coat
finish. Dolomite Maxi+ comes in two frame
heights, see chart for specs. The frames fold front
to back for storage. A safety latch prevents
accidental folding when using the seat handle.

Maxi+ includes a wide flip-up seat for more
walking room. Anatomical grips have a larger
surface which reduces hand fatigue for arthritic
users. Flexible back strap is adjustable. Large
8" wheels roll easily indoors or outdoors. Red
Curb climber on the rear wheel assists when
lifting the walker over a curb or step.

Braking
Maxi+ comes with the patented DABS braking system, with adjustable tension for varied
grip strength. Brake handles have a wide flange and large loops for comfortable hand
positioning. The brake mechanism is located within the fork for protection. When parked
and using the seat, pushdown the handles to set the parking brakes.

Features
• Extra wide, 20.5" between handles
• Large flip-up seat
• 440 pound capacity
• Perfect for the taller person, 25.5" seat height
• Large 8" wheels
• Handles adjust 7" in 1" increments
• Large basket for personal items
• Adjustable back support

Warranty
Dolomite warrants the Maxi+ frame to be free from manufacturer’s defects for 2 years.
The DABS brake handles have a 5 year warranty. These warranties exclude wheels and cables.
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Dolomite has a wide range of accessories to enhance the use of your walker. The Tray sits on
the seat to give you a platform to carry food and beverages. The Oxygen Tank Holder replaces
the basket and will safely support a B, C or D size tank. Attach your cane or crutch with the
Cane Holder. Slow down brakes have a tension control knob to allow individual settings for
each wheel. Slow down brakes are independent of the DABS braking system. One Hand
brakes can control standard brakes from one handle. Replace the basket with a Sport-style
Bag, it secures to the frame with Velcro and the large center compartment zips shut.

SPECIFICATIONS LOW STANDARD
Dist. Between Rear Wheels 22" 22"
Minimum Handle Height 28.5" 32.5"
Maximum Handle Height 35" 39.5"
Seat Height from Floor 22" 25.5"
Seat Dimensions 8.5" Width x 17" Height
Overall Width 27.5" 27.5"
Overall Length 26" 29"
Width Between Handles 20.5" 20.5"
Folded Dimensions 33" Length x 27.5" Width x 11" Height
Walker Weight (lbs.) 20.5 21
Weight Capacity (lbs.) 440 440
Product Number D12122 D12120
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